2002 dodge sebring

Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. This vehicle was bought
new by my wife's mother, she no longer drives. I lost my job so we are selling. Has a 2. Sale
starts at AM. Call for details Driven by elderly lady has been in garage for1 year so a bit dusty
Good for mechanic as battery is dead -we have boosted the car and will be ready with MTO
papers Great condition.. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the
average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that
this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 4 4 Chrysler Sebring for
sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online
Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. LXi 2. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must
be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Sedan 4. Beige 1. Red 1. Silver 2. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
Front Wheel Drive 1. Gasoline 1. Automatic 4. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get
price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email
Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 4. Click here to
try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. List your car
here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned
Chrysler Sebring inventory from local Chrysler dealerships and private sellers. You can also
compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Chrysler
Sebring with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior
condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major
mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear.
Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there
any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in
need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or
inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you
have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the
vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation
offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN.
Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your
license plate? Estimated values for the Chrysler Sebring. LX 2dr Coupe 2. See more. Did you
know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used
as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of
your Chrysler Sebring on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle,
such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape,
you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn
more. A number of factors will affect how much a Chrysler Sebring is worth. For starters, you'll
need information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a
more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Chrysler Sebring, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Chrysler Sebring. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Chrysler Sebring and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the
Chrysler Sebring is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews
and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored
cars related to the Sebring. Sign Up. Whether you want a stylish sedan, sporty coupe or

carefree convertible, Chrysler offers some appealing alternatives to the status quo. Redesigned
last year, Chrysler's Sebring line benefited from upgrades over the "old" Sebring in many
important areas such as structural integrity, performance, and noise and vibration control. As
before, the Sebring coupe uses Mitsubishi components, while the sedan and convertible are
Mopar down to the core. There's something for everyone here, with sedan, coupe and
convertible body styles to choose from that are available in various trim levels and with either
inline four or V6 motivation. Looking for a stylish midsize sedan with performance to match its
looks? LX models are powered by Chrysler's 2. Plenty of standard features such as air
conditioning, cruise control, and power windows, locks and mirrors mean a "base" LX should
be more than adequate for most folks. Step up to the LXi and a 2. The AutoStick automanual
gearbox is available for the LXi sedan in a package that also includes a sport suspension and
electroluminescent gauges. While we never would have said "Cirrus" the Sebring sedan's
predecessor and "sport sedan" in the same breath, we certainly see how the taut and peppy
Sebring LXi could be placed in that category. We can count on one hand how many affordable
convertibles there are that seat four adults. And the Sebring is one of the better choices. Sure, it
may be a staple of Floridian rental car agencies, but now that it has some beans under the hood
and a more rigid structure, we wouldn't mind tooling around in one. New for '02 is a GTC
version, which pairs the V6 with a five-speed manual gearbox automatic optional and sweetens
the deal with a sport suspension, inch alloys, two-tone interior scheme and white-faced gauges.
A more affordable LX debuts, equipped with the same 2. LXi upgrades mirror that of the LXi
sedan. If you like the Mitsubishi Eclipse but need more passenger room, take a look at the
Sebring coupe. Built at the same plant that produces the Eclipse and the Galant, this Sebring
shares many mechanical and interior components with those Mitsus. This means a choice of
either a 2. The Sebring coupe also benefits from a stiffened chassis that contributes to the car's
solid, sporty feel when attacking the twisties. Chrysler is serious about improving its standing
in the ultra-competitive midsize segment, and the fruits of their labors are obvious in this trio of
attractive and well-built Sebrings. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chrysler Sebring Convertible. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chrysler lease specials Check
out Chrysler Sebring lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No manual transmission in the sedan,
build quality and resale value not up to Japanese standards. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Sebring for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up
for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Even though it was revamped last year, the Sebring line receives a number of
changes. An Enthusiast package for the sedan debuts, as will a sporty GTC convertible later in
the model year. And to put the Sebring ragtop in reach of more buyers, a lower-priced LX
version with the 2. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Poor design poor quality. Water
pump is driven by a timing chain that is inside engine on 2. My original pump failed at 61, miles
flooding engine with antifreeze. Chrysler refuses to own any part of the problem has been
happening since Before purchasing a Chrysler 2. Old sales pitch was don't buy no ugly truck.
Buyers beware. Read less. Best Convertible I have ever owned. I have been the only owner of
my Sebring Convertible. I have changed the oil religiously about every miles, changed the
tranny fluid, and done other preventative maintenance as suggested. The only problem I have
had with my vehicle is with the seat belt light staying on. I changed out a fuse and had the box
reset and that helped for about two weeks. The light came back on. It doesn't bother me to have
the light on so I leave it alone. I got that fixed and everything is ok again. It has been a great
car.. I am over k mi. Turns heads for cheap, but has it's downsides. This is definitely a good
buy! I have no regrets with this purchase. The car overall is a real head-turner. With the top
down, children love staring at it as you drive by, and adults often give you the thumbs up or
start conversation. So many people want to go for a ride in the car as so many people have
never ridden in a convertible and with the comfort and space you can easily take 3 people with
you on the ride. Trunk space is plenty for a convertible with the top down. And the top goes up

and down in like 6 seconds or so quietly and easily. Unlike some cars you can even operate the
top up to around 10 MPH. There is no roll over protection so But it's got a nice low center of
gravity anyway so chances of flipping are low. The aerodynamics in this thing is phenomenal!
Driving over 70mph on a windy rainy day on the countryside was a breeze. You can hear when
the wind hits the car but it stays the course very well. And I personally get a kick out of the
sound of the wind getting sliced by the wipers as it wipes. With a good, tight top on the car like
new the noise level with the top up is very minimal and similar to a standard hard body car.
Warning though, when I got mine used, the back window on the top was separated from the
cloth causing a leak in the back into the trunk. Chances are you'll need to replace the top. Took
2 people with no experience in convertible tops but we got it done and it looks great! Took us a
whole day lol. One of my biggest complaints though is the electronics. The headlights are not
very bright so I recommend getting one with working foglights. And also I'm having a fight with
my headlight switch as it seems to now be tied to my foglights. Headlights turn on, foglights
come with for no reason! I've gone through several switches and eventually each one either ties
my headlights to the foglights, or fog lights stop working altogether. I'd rather it stay on all the
time which is my current issue, I can live with this. And there's a connector under the passenger
seat tied to the airbag system that frequently lights my airbag light. I every so often have to get
out and push it together to get it to turn off. This car has gremlins I swear. But still when
everything is working fine its a great car I still recommend it greatly! See America from a
convertable. I purchased this car when it was 3 years old with 30K miles. I've had it now 11
years and put 50K more miles on it. Extremely low maintenance. I would not be sceptical to
head out on a nice long vacation in it, as is. Very enjoyable to own. See all reviews of the Used
Chrysler Sebring Convertible. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Sebring. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1966 ford ignition switch wiring diagram
peugeot 3008 service manual pdf
kubota l2800 parts diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

